We investigate the interfacial topology of liquid-film flows falling under an inverted planar substrate by conducting space-and time-resolved film-height measurements. A planar laser-induced fluorescence (PLIF) technique is employed for this purpose, with a two-camera arrangement that allows us to image a region of the flow extending ≈ 40 mm on either side of the center of the film span, at a distance 330 mm downstream of the flow inlet. The substrate inclination angle is set to β = −30
INTRODUCTION
The complex flow phenomena observed in gravity-driven liquid-film flows (Yih, 1963; Kelly et al., 1989) have attracted the attention of many researchers, with hundreds of publications already devoted to their understanding, since the ground-breaking work of the Kapitza father-son team was first published nearly seven decades ago (Kapitza, 1948; Kapitza and Kapitza, 1949) . Ongoing efforts are motivated by the widespread employment of falling-film flows in a range of engineering and industrial applications, owing to their excellent heat and mass transfer performance. Examples include film evaporators, condensers, and reactors, as well as various types of heat exchangers and micro-cooling schemes. A correspondingly wide range of substrate/flow geometries has, therefore, been investigated by the scientific community, ranging from liquid-films flowing over planar substrates due to gravity (Charogiannis et al., 2015 , to liquid-films falling down the inner or outer surfaces of pipes (annular flows) and whose motion can be co-or counteracted by a gaseous (shear) flow Karimi and Kawaji, 1999) . However, very little research has been performed on liquid-film flows falling down the underside of inclined, planar substrates. Despite the fact that engineering/industrial systems that employ such flows are currently limited, we believe that the particular class of interfacial flows merits further investigation. The experiments presented in this paper are, therefore, motivated by the desire to provide novel information on the film topology and overall phenomenology of these flows.
In what follows, we first summarize previous research efforts relating to liquid-film flows falling underneath inverted substrates, and then proceed to describe the planar laser-induced fluorescence (PLIF) technique employed in the present study in order to perform space-and time-resolved film-height measurements in our flows of interest. This is followed by a presentation of results relating to the spatiotemporal frequency content of the interfacial fluctuations in these flows, obtained by using both power spectral density (PSD) and wavelet transform analyses, and a discussion of the relative strengths and weaknesses of these two approaches. Rothrock (1968) conducted the first systematic investigation of liquid-films falling down the underside of planar substrates in the late 1960s, by combining a linear-stability analysis based on the lubrication approximation, with experimental measurements. He observed that the film-flows destabilize rapidly and form rivulets akin to those encountered in both heated Mathie et al., 2013; Chinnov and Kabov, 2007; Lel et al., 2008; Chinnov and Ab-durakipov, 2013; Joo et al., 1996; Scheid et al., 2008a,b) and isothermal (Alekseenko et al., 1996a (Alekseenko et al., , 2012 (Alekseenko et al., , 2014 falling-film flows, due to the combined action of surface tension and gravity. Interfacial waves were found to develop on the rivulet surface, which were then observed to grow into solitary waves, and eventually detach from the main flow in the form of drops. Surface tension and gravity also pull together the outer edges of the flow [an effect akin to film shrinkage in heated falling-films (Zhang et al., 2005 (Zhang et al., , 2007 (Zhang et al., , 2009 ] , with the film eventually converging into a single rivulet of constant span. Indeikina et al. (1997) investigated the onset conditions for liquid detachment from pendant rivulets, and reported that whereas at high flow rates the rivulets detach in the form of a liquid jet, at intermediate flow rates, large, rounded structures develop and detach from the rivulet surface instead. At low flow rates, any small-amplitude waves generated near the flow inlet coalesce into larger droplike structures which do not fall off. Alekseenko et al. (1996b) presented experimental results on pendant rivulets flowing along the underside of cylindrical substrates, inclined between 2
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• to the horizontal in the Reynolds-number range Re = 3.6−57. The observed wave topologies resembled closely those typically associated with liquid-films falling over planar substrates, and drop fall-off occurred in accordance with the description provided by Indeikina et al. (1997) (i.e., liquid ejection occurred as a jet above a critical mean-flow rate, and in the form of individual droplets below that flow rate). Later on, the application of particle image velocity (PIV) (Alekseenko et al., 2007) revealed that the velocity profiles along the axial direction of the flow were "fuller" at the wave crests and wave fronts compared to self-similar parabolic profiles, a disparity that became more pronounced with increasing wave amplitude. Brun et al. (2015) investigated the transition from absolute to convective instabilities in flows underlying horizontal and inclined substrates, by carrying out experiments and simulations at the limit of negligible inertia. The authors reported that whereas dripping was inevitable in the first instance, interface deformations were convected further and further downstream as the inclination angle was increased, and dripping ceased altogether above a critical inclination angle. Scheid et al. (2016) investigated the same phenomenon at higher Reynolds numbers, and also reported an angle-dependent transition from absolutely to convectively unstable behavior. This transition was found to be both fluid and flow-rate specific. Later, the same authors demonstrated numerically the formation of eddies in the humps of large-amplitude 2D waves forming on the free surface of liquid films flowing under a inclined wall [see, Rohlfs et al. (2017) ].
In contrast to the aforementioned numerical studies, Lin and Kondic (2010) assumed a non-wetted substrate, thus allowing for the presence of contact lines (fronts). In their studies, a range of free-surface instabilities were observed, often resembling the wave formations typically encountered in harmonically excited falling-film flows. The same researchers later reported that "fingerlike" structures emerge as the fronts break down when the inclination approaches the horizontal, and that "droplike" waves ride the fingers and race downstream faster than the fronts (Lin et al., 2012) . The breakdown of contact lines into fingers has been investigated thoroughly in liquid films falling over planar substrates; see, for example, Huppert (1982) and Troian et al. (1989) .
The comparatively limited number of publications focusing on liquid-film flows falling down inverted substrates highlights the lack of available experimental data and the need for further research focusing on the particular class of interfacial flows. In this experimental study, we seek to: (i) establish a measurement technique capable of recovering space-and time-resolved information on the interfacial topology of such flows, (ii) provide a first presentation of experimental data relating to the topological characteristics of these films, and finally, (iii) demonstrate the use of different methodologies for determining the spectral content of the interfacial fluctuations, specifically PSD and wavelet transform analyses. In order to meet our objectives, we employ planar laser-induced fluorescence (PLIF) imaging, with the excitation plane arranged along the transverse direction of the flow. Film-height measurements are collected at a downstream distance of 330 mm from the flow inlet, thus allowing for large-amplitude waves to develop. The employed liquid comprises a mixture of 82% glycerol and 18% water by weight, and the substrate inclination angle is set to β = −30
• from the vertical. The liquid Kapitza number, Ka, is calculated according to the definition
where σ f is the liquid surface tension, ρ f is the liquid density, ν f is the liquid kinematic viscosity and g is gravitational acceleration, and thereby corresponds in this work to Ka = 13.1. Finally, the flow Reynolds number, defined here as Re = Γ/ν f where Γ is the liquid (volumetric) flow rate (set by the flow meter) per unit span, covers the range Re = 0.6−8.2 [see Eq. (2)].
EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

Flow Facility
The flow facility used here is an evolution of the facility employed previously in studies of the hydrodynamic characteristics of isothermal falling films (Charogiannis et al., 2015 Denner et al., 2016) and the heat-transfer performance of thin-liquid films falling over uniformly-heated planar substrates Mathie et al., 2013) , and is presented in Fig. 1 . A closed flow-loop is used in order to allow for constant fluorescent-dye, water, and glycerol concentrations throughout the duration of our experiments, and a counter-flow heat exchanger is included in order to remove any heat imparted to the fluid by the pump, thus allowing for the liquid temperature to be kept constant (to within 0.5 • ). The liquid flow rate is controlled by adjusting the power input to the pump by means of a variable autotransformer, and is measured by using an ultrasonic flow-meter (UF25B by Cynergy3 Components) which is installed upstream of the flow settling chamber. The latter comprises a series of meshes and a honeycomb in order to dispense the flow uniformly across the substrate span, and to dissipate any large-scale eddies and turbulence present in the liquid supply lines. The substrate, which measures 400 × 285 × 0.7 mm and is made from soda-lime glass, is mounted on an aluminum frame which is inclined at β = −30
• . The inclination angle was measured using an electronic inclination level with 1
• accuracy. Care was taken when adjusting the height of the knife-edge installed at the exit of the flow settling chamber with a pair of micrometer stages in order to introduce a flat film onto the substrate while preventing the generation of a hydraulic jump, or backflow into the chamber.
Flow Preparation
When preparing the flow facility for a measurement run, the liquid flow rate was first set to the highest value intended for the experiment, and the entire test section was manually wetted. Through the combined action of gravity and surface tension the film contracted (i.e., the flow width was reduced) in the flow direction, with contact lines forming on either side of the flow [ Fig. 1(b) ]. The resulting film span, x f , at the downstream location where imaging experiments were conducted (y = 330 mm) corresponded to 224 mm; this value was reproducible upon repeated trial experiments (i.e., with the flow reintroduced over the plate) to within ± 6 mm. All subsequent measurement runs were conducted by gradually reducing the flow rate, and thus the flow Re, from this starting flow condition down to the lowest flow rate setting, with no further film contraction observed. This practice was employed after it was uncovered by trial-and-error that the flow width contracted to a greater extent when low flow rates were first established, with the film then spreading out over the substrate in the spanwise direction as the flow rate was increased. The approach used was preferred since it allowed for the film Re to be adjusted based on the flow rate alone, rather than to vary as a function of both the flow-rate and change in the film width, which would complicate direct comparisons between films at different Re. As stated above, the flow Re is evaluated based on the mean volumetric flow rate per unit span of the flow at the imaging location, Γ, and the fluid kinematic viscosity ν f :
The liquid kinematic viscosity, ν f = 49.9 × 10 −6 m 2 s −1 , and the liquid density, ρ f = 1.21 × 10 3 kg m −3 (as well as the surface tension, σ f = 62.4 × 10 −3 N m −1 , required for Ka) were all determined experimentally. The relevant measurement errors associated with these values amount to 2%, 1%, and 2%, respectively, while the relative uncertainties associated with the flow Re and liquid Ka calculations correspond to 3% (standard error calculations). It is noted that multiple liquid samples were collected during the optical measurement runs, in order to confirm that no surface tension variations ensued over the course of the experiments, and that no loss of water mass (via evaporation) resulted in significant viscosity variations. Finally, the flow-rate measurement error corresponds to 3% (flow-meter error quoted by the manufacturer). Optical measurements were collected at flow rate increments of Q ≈ 0.5 × 10 −5 m 3 s −1 , corresponding to Re = 0.6, 1.4, 1.9, 2.9, 3.5, 4.3, 5.1, 5.8, 6.7, 7.4, and 8.2.
Optical Arrangement
A double-cavity frequency-doubled (i.e., at 532 nm) Nd:YAG laser was used to excite the Rhodamine-B doped aqueous-glycerol liquid-flow, while a pair of 10-bit LaVision CMOS cameras were employed for collecting the emitted fluorescence light at a frequency of 200 Hz. Both cameras were equipped with the same Sigma 105 mm f/2.8 Macro lenses. A guiding arm equipped with laser-sheet optics was used for delivering a thin (≈ 150 µm) sheet, extending along the span of the glass substrate. Before conducting our experiments, the imaging planes of the two cameras were corrected for perspective distortions by setting up a calibration target at the excitation plane. Image mapping and optical distortion corrections were performed using a pinhole model available in LaVision DaVis, with a resulting magnification (pixel resolution) of 38 µm/pixel in the final, corrected images. Referring to Fig. 1(a) , the dye-doped liquid was excited from above (i.e., from the solid-liquid interface side), whereas the emitted fluorescence was collected from below (i.e., from gas-liquid interface side) due to spatial constraints and equipment-safety considerations (as dripping or film detachment could severely compromise the equipment). Prior to conducting a PLIF experiment, the imaging planes of both cameras were mapped and corrected for perspective distortions using a single calibration target and a pinhole model available in LaVision's DaVis software. The target was carefully aligned with the excitation plane using a micrometer stage and held against gravity using magnets. The two cameras were positioned so that their individual fields-of-view overlapped by ≈ 40%, thus allowing for the obtained film-height measurements (images) in each camera to be stitched together, and thus, for the topology of the gas-liquid interface to be obtained over an extended spatial domain. The final length of the spanwise fluid domain captured by the optical arrangement amounts to ≈ 80 mm and extends symmetrically about the middle of the test section.
PROCESSING METHODOLOGY
Film Boundary Identification
A sample PLIF image, following both perspective-distortion and scaling corrections in DaVis, is presented in Fig. 2 . Both liquid boundaries appear to track the waviness of the gas-liquid interface due to local curvature effects and the refractive-index disparity between the liquid and air, which are also responsible for stirring, lensing, and squashing the fluorescence emitted by the liquid bulk. The location of the solid-liquid interface cannot, therefore, be obtained based on the spatial extent of the fluorescence emission in the imaging plane, and thus, an alternative methodology is adopted. First, the glass substrate is stained with ethanol seeded with a high concentration of Rhodamine-B, in the region that would normally be illuminated by the laser sheet. Once the ethanol evaporates, the glass remains stained by a very thin layer of Rhodamine, and the emitted fluorescence is used to identify the location of the solid-liquid interface.
Close inspection of the intensity distribution along a single PLIF-image column (see example in Fig. 3 ) reveals that beyond the location of maximum intensity, the PLIF intensity drops gradually over a number of pixels. This effect can be attributed to a number of causes, such as the finite thickness and Gaussian profile of the laser sheet, the acute angle formed between the excitation and imaging planes, the presence of secondary reflections from the bottom and top glass surfaces, and any imperfections associated with the collection optics and laser guiding-arm optics. In order to locate the gas-liquid interface, the signal gradient is tracked locally, and the maximum signal gradient G max is identified. The location of the interface is then taken as the intercept between the maximum gradient and a threshold signal-level, I th , according to y gl = arg y {G max (y) − I th (y) = 0}.
This threshold level, I th (y), corresponds to the signal intensity at the y location where the intensity gradient falls abruptly. By using this tactic (in order to identify the location of both interfaces), we seek to include all aforementioned considerations (i.e., the imperfections in the excitation and collection optics) in accurately determining the disparity between the two liquid boundaries on the imaging plane, and therefore, in retrieving the local film height. The efficacy of this methodology is examined in the next section.
Solid-liquid interface
Gas-liquid interface A final remark is made regarding any effect that the free-surface curvature may have on the film-height measurement. When the intensity of the emitted fluorescence is used to quantify the film thickness, such as in the so-called brightness-based LIF technique [see, for example, Alekseenko et al. (1996a Alekseenko et al. ( , 2012 Alekseenko et al. ( , 2014 and Kharlamov et al. (2015) ], highly localized measurement errors may ensue near the wave crests where the film surface is highly curved, due to focusing of the light at the interface. In the present work we recover the film height based on planar illumination and side imaging to observe the spatial extent of the emitted fluorescence in a plane normal to the wall and along the excitation plane, and therefore, our measurements do not suffer from that particular measurement error. An interesting effect, however, does ensue when a fluorescence image is collected as a large-amplitude wave crosses the excitation plane and part of it is positioned between the excitation plane and the camera. Such occurrences are rare and easily identifiable, since the wave casts a shadow over a small section of the excited region of the flow. In these cases, we interpolate the film height locally by using a smoothing spline. The smoothing factor is selected a priori by performing the same process using images which do not bear this artefact, and in which small sections of the image have been removed [see Charogiannis et al. (2015) ].
Validation and Quality Assurance
A series of validation experiments was carried out in order to quantify the errors associated with the film-height measurement. First, the test section was inclined at β = 45
• (i.e., a positive inclination was set) and the laser sheet optics were repositioned in order to illuminate the flow at a distance of 50 mm from the inlet. At that location, the film is flat and the mean film height can be approximated by the 1D, steady, fully developed solution of the Navier-Stokes equation for a gravity-driven flow, also referred to as the Nusselt solution (Nusselt, 1916) :
Following a series of PLIF measurements at different flow rates, the kinematic viscosity of the employed aqueousglycerol solution was reduced to ν f = 4.4 × 10 −6 m 2 s −1 by increasing the water content to 51% by weight, and the experiment was repeated. Finally, the substrate inclination angle was set to β = 20
• , and two more runs were conducted. In that way, the Re was varied in the range Re = 0.5-80, allowing us to span the Nusselt height range h N ≈ 0.5−3 mm. In Fig. 4 , we are plotting the obtained mean film-height values, h PLIF , against the corresponding h N values; the dotted lines correspond to h PLIF = h N ± 0.05 × h N , i.e., the range of h N values that lie within the average error associated with the h N calculation (≈ 5%, mainly due to the measurement uncertainties in Γ and ν f ). The mean absolute deviation between h PLIF and h N amounts to 18 µm (1.4%), and the mean deviation to −6 µm (−0.6%). Furthermore, an estimate of the measurement noise (originating primarily from camera noise) was obtained from the standard deviation of the film height which was of the order of 10 µm. Given a mean film height of ≈ 1.3 mm over all examined flows, the average uncertainty associated with the instantaneous film-height measurement is estimated at less than 3%.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Film Topology and Statistics
Local and instantaneous film-height maps compiled over 1-s recording intervals are shown in Fig. 5 for flows with Re = 0.6, 1.4, 2.1, 3.5, 4.3 and 8.2, Ka = 13.1 and β = −30
• . The y axis corresponds to the recording time, t, the x axis to the distance along the imaging domain in the transverse direction of the flow, x, and color scale represents the local and instantaneous film height. In addition, film-height time series of selected flow conditions from the same set of experiments are presented in Fig. 6 . These were extracted from adjacent rivulet crests and rivulet troughs, and are denoted h M and h m , respectively. Finally, mean film-height, h x , and film-height standard deviation, σ x , data are presented as a function of x in Fig. 7 .
At Re = 0.6 [ Fig. 5(a) ], it can be seen that the film is populated by rivulets of near-identical crest and trough heights. As evidenced by the magnitude of the film-height standard deviation, which peaks at only ≈ 18 µm [see Fig. 7(b) ], the amplitude of any hydrodynamic waves developing on the liquid surface falls below the resolution of the employed PLIF technique (a liquid film falling along an inverted planar substrate is always unstable). Interestingly, the observed topology resembles closely the one described by Scheid and co-workers (Scheid et al., 2008a,b) for water-film flows flowing down a heated substrate at the limit of negligible inertia; a flow essentially governed by thermocapillarity.
Increasing the flow Re to 1.4 [ Fig. 5(b) ] instigates the formation of hydrodynamic waves of varying amplitude over the rivulet crests, which resemble solitary pulses [ Fig. 6(a) ]. The larger-amplitude waves must be moving faster and are, therefore, expected to catch up with their slower-moving counterparts, forming larger structures further downstream. In contrast, the rivulet troughs are relatively flat, with the local film height varying only intermittently due to the passing of the pulses that are "riding" the rivulet crests. As the amount of fluid present in the rivulet crests increases, the local Re also increases, thus favoring the hydrodynamic instability mode. This is counteracted by the stabilizing effect of streamwise capillarity, which pulls liquid out of the rivulets.
Between Re = 2.1 and 3.5 [Figs. 5(c)-5(d)], the interface is dominated by complex 3D wave patterns that resemble those observed by Alekseenko and co-workers (Alekseenko et al., 2012 (Alekseenko et al., , 2014 Kharlamov et al., 2015) . In those studies, regular 2D waves falling down a vertical substrate were shown to experience a synchronous transition to a 3D wave regime, following the onset of strong curvature effects, and manifested by the formation of forward protrusions separated by lagging "walls." When these protrusions overtake the walls, their wakes perturb any trailing waves and trigger a pronounced redistribution of liquid along the transverse direction of the flow (rivulet formation). In our experiments, we observe the emergence of wide, highly curved wave crests that span the entire imaging domain (including the rivulet troughs) at Re = 2.1. The onset of stronger waviness in both the rivulet crests and troughs is also evidenced by the increasing film-height standard deviation values [ Fig. 7(b) ]. At higher Re yet (Re = 2.9 and 3.5), most of the curved crests have already broken down into protrusions separated by flat-film layers and formations resembling the walls reported by Alekseenko. Interestingly, the film-height modulation along the transverse direction of the flow is preserved, despite the seemingly random scatter of 3D waves over the film surface [ Fig. 7(a) ]. The waves that now ride the rivulet crests vary in both amplitude and shape, ranging from fast-moving quasi-solitary waves with crest heights exceeding the mean film height by more than 100%, to shorter and slower protrusions [ Fig. 6(c)] .
Finally, over the range of our highest investigated Re, from 3.5 to 8.2, the flow experiences a progressive reorganization. The previously observed topology marked by the presence of forward protrusions, flat-film layers, and walls, gives way to spatially and temporally coherent wave trains that comprise solitary pulses whose crest heights, trough heights, and periods vary less and less with increasing inertia. Further, as Re increases, the pulses become more frequent and their alignment with the rivulet-crests improves. Between Re = 3.5 and Re = 5.1, the interface fluctuations along the rivulet troughs diminish [Fig. 7(b) ]; this is the first flow condition in our experiments, for which despite the flow Re increase, the film-height standard deviation at the rivulet troughs decreases. In contrast, both the mean rivulet-crest and trough heights increase. With increasing inertia over the range Re = 5.1-8.2, the mean and standard deviation of the rivulet-crest height increase, the rivulet-trough height falls, and the trough-height standard deviation remains approximately constant [Figs. 7(a) and 7(b)]. Based on these results, we propose the onset of an inertia-dominated mechanism that "feeds" the rivulets with additional liquid mass. This is then distributed according to the balance between inertia and gravity on one side, and curvature (capillarity) on the other, which seeks to stabilize the flow.
As the flow Re increases, the mean film-height, h, also increases, but as more and more liquid is drawn away from the rivulet troughs and into the crests, the mean rivulet-crest height, h M , increases considerably more than this [see Fig. 8(a) ]. In fact, h M appears to increase linearly with the flow Re over the examined range. In contrast, the mean rivulet-trough height, h m , falls above Re ≈ 4, and consequently, the rivulet amplitude h M − h m increases. The growing disparity between the thickness of the liquid layer found in the rivulet troughs and the wavier liquid layer encountered in the crests, is also evidenced in the time sequences presented in Fig. 6 . Specifically, at low Re (in the range Re = 0.6-4.3), the crests of the waves encountered in the rivulet troughs often exceed the mean film-height, h. With increasing flow Re this occurs less frequently, and finally at Re = 8.2, the liquid layer in each rivulet trough lies well below the mean film height. Interestingly, for the same flow condition, the mean film height coincides with the height of the troughs of the solitary pulses riding the rivulet crest. Nusselt heights, h N , were calculated for the examined flow Re and have been included in Fig. 8(a) . At low Re (Re = 0.6 and 1.4), the measured h match their respective h N values; however, as the flow becomes wavier with increasing flow Re, the mean film height drops below the Nusselt height (i.e., h/h N falls). The disparity between h and h N then increases further, and peaks at h/h N = 0.86 for the Re = 8.2 flow. This trend (i.e., a reduction of the h/h N ratio with increasing waviness) has been reported by numerous researchers in the past [see, for example, the work by Lel et al. (2005) and Tihon et al. (2006) ]. Lastly, it is essential to comment on the results presented in Fig. 8(b) , and to link those to the topological observations discussed earlier. In greater detail, the film-height coefficient of variation, σ h /h, the crest-height coefficient of variation, σ h,M /h M , and the trough-height coefficient of variation, σ h,m /h m , all increase between Re = 0.6 and 3.5 due to the emergence and growth of hydrodynamic waves over both the rivulet crests and troughs. Once the flow reorganises into regular wave trains (comprising large-amplitude, solitary waves) that ride the rivulets, the waviness of the troughs dies out and σ h,m /h m falls abruptly, dragging along the coefficient of variation of the entire film flow, σ h /h. The latter then levels off at Re ≈ 6, and starts to climb again. This behavior can be linked to the results presented in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b). Above Re = 3.5, the film-height standard deviation at the rivulet troughs remains approximately constant, while the mean rivulet-trough height falls. Over the same Re range, the migration of liquid into the rivulet crests brings about the following effect; the standard deviation at the rivulet crests first levels off, and then falls gradually until Re = 8.2. This observation is attributed to the considerably higher relative increase of the mean rivulet-crest height, over the same Re range, compared to the rivulet-crest height standard deviation.
Wave-Frequency Analysis
In this section we proceed to examine the occurrence and characteristics of the periodic waves that appear on the free surface of these film flows, including the spatial and temporal wavelengths of the rivulets forming in the transverse direction of the flow, as a function of the flow Re. In the first instance we employ power spectral density (PSD) analysis, performed on temporally varying film-height data, to recover the dominant wave frequencies in the frequency domain. To this end, power spectra are constructed by applying a fast Fourier transform (FFT) to film-height time series [such as those shown in Fig. 6 ] obtained using the PLIF technique.
In more detail, the spectra shown in Fig. 9 were generated by segmenting the film-height time series (each comprising 2000 successive data points) into four separate signals, applying a Hamming window to each segment, and averaging the resulting spectra. Given the low-frequency content of the examined film flows (which appear to be mostly periodic over the investigated Re), this approach allows us to best describe the shape of the spectra over a wide range of frequencies by improving the statistical convergence of the spectra, while only modestly affecting our ability to recover the dominant frequency. The film-height time series were collected from flow regions associated with rivulet crests. • and Re = 3.5 [ Fig. 6(b) ]. (c) Average spatial energy spectra as a function of pseudo-frequency for flows with Re = 0.6, 2.1, 4.3, 6.7, and 8.2. (d) Average temporal energy spectra as a function of pseudo-frequency for flows with Re = 0.6, 2.1, 4.3, 6.7, and 8.2
As we noted earlier in the description of our optical setup, two laser cavities were operated sequentially to achieve a higher data-sampling rate 200 Hz (each individual cavity has a maximum repetition rate of 100 Hz). The emission characteristics of each cavity differ slightly (for example, the energy output, pulse-to-pulse energy variation, energy distribution, etc.), and the film-height measurement is slightly sensitive to these variations. This results in an alternating film-height measurement at the same rate as the sequential firing of each one the two cavities, i.e., 100 Hz. Although this deviation between the two alternating film-height measurements is only small, as evidenced by our independent measurement-noise estimate which indicated that it is below ≈ 10 µm owing to its periodicity, this particular effect gives rise to a low-energy component in the frequency domain, and at the same frequency (i.e., at 100 Hz). In order to filter out this component, we applied a first-order Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency of 100 Hz to the film-height time series prior to the application of the FFT.
Unsurprisingly, in the case of the Re = 0.6 flow which displays almost no interfacial fluctuations over time, the intensity of the PSD is the lowest. Nevertheless, a peak associated with the low-amplitude waves riding the rivulet crests located in the middle of the imaging domain [these waves can be faintly observed in Fig. 5(a) ], is identified at f t ≈ 4.6 Hz. At Re = 1.4, the dominant frequency increases to f t ≈ 7.1 Hz, while the PSD magnitude increases by a factor of approximately 10 2 . As the Re is increased further, first to 2.1 and then to 3.5, the strong periodicity is lost, and the spectra become broadband. At these conditions, the maximum in the PSD remains approximately fixed and is located in the range f t ≈ 7.7-9.5 Hz; however, no distinct peaks can be identified. Beyond Re = 5.1 and all the way to Re = 8.2, the flow rearranges into three adjacent rivulets with large-amplitude solitary waves racing over the crests, and only their wakes populating the rivulet troughs. The spectra relating to this range show distinct, high-density peaks over the range f t ≈ 11.8-12.3 Hz.
Alongside the results obtained by employment of the aforementioned PSD analysis to temporal film-height data, characteristic temporal and spatial frequencies (f wvl ) were also estimated by employment of wavelet analysis. The wavelet transform relies on a set of functions which are scaled and translated in order to recover frequency information about the examined signal. This method allows for accurate representation of short-duration, high-frequency bursts, as well as slowly varying, low-frequency signals, both of which are commonly encountered in film flows. In more detail, owing to the wide range of scales encountered in these flows, such as large-amplitude/long-wavelength solitary waves and low-amplitude/short-wavelength capillary waves, a compromise between the spatial resolution and spatial extent of the measurement domain must be reached. The application of a Fourier transform to such spatial signals of limited extent can only yield limited information, as the available signal extent captures only a small number of waves (solitary or capillary), and are thus unable to yield distinct, globally representative peaks in the frequency-domain spectra. In contrast, wavelet analysis is less reliant on the availability of long signals, and can target specific features of the signals, such as those mentioned earlier. In the context of our present study, the application of wavelet analysis is, therefore, deemed superior when attempting to obtain the characteristic spatial scales of the flow, such as the rivulet wavelengths, from instantaneous film-height signals.
In Figs. 10(a) and 10(b), we present spatial and temporal energy spectra recovered by the application of wavelet analysis to an instantaneous film-height measurement from a flow with β = −30
• and Re = 8.2, and to a filmheight time trace from a flow with β = −30
• and Re = 3.5, respectively. The energy content at each scale, a, is calculated from the magnitude of the translation coefficients, |W a |, obtained by applying a continuous Morletwavelet transform to the original signals. For each flow condition, we generated and averaged 50 energy-spectra, and then identified the scales with the highest energy content, a max . Average spatial and temporal energy spectra are presented in Figs. 9(c) and 9(d), respectively, as a function of pseudo-frequency for different flows spanning the range of examined film-flow conditions. Based on these, we recovered the characteristic temporal and spatial frequencies, The employment of a Morlet wavelet was preferred, for example over the Mexican hat wavelet, as it offered a closer match in shape to the natural waves appearing in our signals and much sharper and clearly defined peaks in the spectral domain, rendering the identification of the characteristic scales considerably easier when the spectra showed a broadband energy distribution (for example, when Re = 2.1-3.5). When, however, this is not the case and the energy is concentrated within a narrow frequency range (for example, when Re ≥ 5), the use of other symmetric wavelets, such as the Mexican hat or the Hamming wavelet, yields very similar results. Larger scales are associated with with lower frequencies and the latter vary inversely proportional with former.
The temporal frequencies that were calculated from the wavelet-scale components are compared directly to equivalent results from PSD analysis in Fig. 11(a) . For flows where distinct peaks could not be identified in the spectra generated by application of FFT, the frequencies displaying the highest and second highest densities, f PSD,p1 and f PSD,p2 respectively, were instead extracted and plotted. The agreement between the results from the PSD (f PSD ) and wavelet (f wvl ) analyses for the flows that display distinct peaks in the frequency domain is very satisfactory, with the deviation between the two techniques amounting to < 0.5 Hz. The employment of a FFT in this case is, however, considered the superior choice due to the higher-frequency resolution on offer, as the f wvl values were obtained from the lower wavelet scales.
Finally, as noted earlier, the application of a FFT for the recovery of the spatial wavelength information is unsuitable, as our imaging domain is too short for this type of analysis to yield reliable information. Instead, by using wavelets, the spatial frequency of these features can be recovered reliably. In Fig. 12 , we plot wavelength results obtained by application of wavelet analysis, λ wvl , and compare them to wavelength measurements based on the mean distance between adjacent rivulet crests and troughs, λ m,m . The error bars correspond to the standard deviations of these measurements. The wavelet-based results always lie within these error bars; in fact, the two measurements are always within 1 mm from each other. Interestingly, both methods indicate that over the range Re = 2.1-4.3 (i.e., the range over which no distinct peaks could be identified in the temporal power spectra), the rivulet wavelengths increase and then fall again as the flow rearranges into regular wave trains that ride the rivulet crests.
In the same plot, we also compare the measured rivulet wavelengths with the wavelength of the most amplified mode, λ R-T , predicted by a linear stability analysis of a flat film suspended underneath a tilted substrate. In the limiting case of a flat film suspended underneath a horizontal substrate, interface perturbations grow on the free surface and Fermigier et al. (1992) ]. The growth of this type of instability is described by the Rayleigh-Taylor instability mechanism. The wavelength of the most amplified mode can be calculated according to
where l c = σ/ρg is the capillary wavelength (l c ≈ 2.3 mm for the employed aqueous glycerol solution). The predicted value λ R-T = 28.8 mm lies within the error bars of the experimental wavelengths over the range Re = 0.6-4.3, and then overpredicts the experiments slightly (by ≈ 10%) above Re ≈ 5. There are several reasons that could explain this discrepancy, including the fact that the observed behavior can be strongly dependent on the noise spectrum specific to our experiment, as well as the limited span (224 mm) of the film flow at the downstream location where we conduct our measurements, relative to the rivulet wavelength of 26-30 mm. Consequently, these results could differ if the data were collected further upstream or downstream of the current imaging location, due to rivulet coalescence. Another explanation is that the observed rivulet wavelengths are lower than the value predicted by linear stability analysis for the flow Re where we observe well-defined rivulets (i.e. over Re = 0.6-2.1 and Re = 4.3-8.2), owing to the contraction of the film between the flow inlet and the measurement location. In other words, given that the instability wavelength has been selected some distance upstream of the measurement location, which is evidenced by the large amplitudes and quasi-steadiness of the rivulets at these Re at the measurement location, the "compression rate" of this wavelength merely corresponds to the compression rate of the film span. This hypothesis can also explain the non-monotonous variation of the rivulet wavelength with the flow Re; at Re = 2.9-3.5, the rivulets are not clearly discernible and the observed wavelengths do not relate to "compressed" rivulet structures, but instead correspond to the intrinsic wavelength (i.e., the most amplified mode) of the Rayleigh-Taylor instability given in Eq. (5). Consequently, the agreement between the measured and predicted wavelength at these intermediate Re is excellent.
CONCLUSIONS
The interface topology of viscous liquid-films falling along the underside of a planar substrate is investigated by application of a PLIF technique. A two-camera arrangement is set up to image a region of the flow extending ≈ 40 mm on either side of the centre of the film span, at a distance of 330 mm downstream of the flow inlet. The recorded PLIFimage sequences are used to generate space-and time-resolved film-height measurements. The glass substrate is inclined at β = −30
• to the vertical, the employed liquid comprises 82% glycerol and 18% water by weight (Ka = 13.1), and the flow Re is varied in the range Re = 0.6-8.2. The uncertainty associated with the instantaneous film-height measurement is estimated at less than 3%, based on dedicated quality-assurance and validation experiments. Over the investigated flow Re we observe a range of interesting flow regimes and transitions, as gravity drives the growth and subsequent evolution into rivulets of any perturbations forming upstream of the imaging region. At Re = 0.6, the film free-surface is populated by relatively smooth rivulets, with the amplitude of any hydrodynamic waves falling, at this stage, below the resolution limit of the employed measurement technique. Larger hydrodynamic waves emerge at and above Re = 1.4. Specifically, between Re = 1.4 and 4.3 different waves bearing shapes akin to those encountered in film flows falling down positively inclined substrates are observed. Initially, the liquid surface appears to be covered with randomly scattered 3D waves, which eventually migrate to the rivulet crests and grow with increasing flow Re, as more liquid is drawn away from the rivulet troughs. Above Re = 4.3, however, the flow rearranges into parallel rivulets with solitary wave trains falling over the rivulet crests, and only the wakes of these waves populating the rivulet troughs. The rivulet-crest height increases linearly with the flow Re, whereas the rivulettrough height falls. To the best of our knowledge, such experimental data have not been previously reported in the literature.
Finally, the characteristic wave frequencies and rivulet wavelengths are recovered by employment of PSD and wavelet transform analyses. In the first case, the application of a fast Fourier transform to film-height time series offers superior resolution (in the frequency domain) and is therefore preferred. In the latter, owing to the low number of rivulets in the imaging domain, wavelet analysis provides more precise results. Both signal-processing techniques are considered powerful tools when seeking to extract temporal/spatial frequency information from PLIF-derived film-height data. Results generated in such flows can be dependent on the noise spectrum specific to the experimental apparatus, as well as the the contraction and resulting span of film (here, 224 mm) relative to the rivulet wavelength of 26-30 mm. Such experiment-dependent features may also account for the non-monotonic relation observed between the rivulet wavelength and the flow Re.
